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ABSTRACT 
Discovering optimized intervals of numeric attributes in association rule mining has been recognized as an influential 
research problem over the last decade. There have been several stochastic optimization approaches such as evolutionary 
and swarm methods which try to find good intervals. One drawback of these approaches is sequential nature which requires 
multiple runs to find all rules.  This paper presents multi agent architecture to find optimized rules simultaneously using a 
dynamic priority schema. The Practical Swarm Optimization (PSO) Variant is  modeled and implemented in JADE 
framework and tested with synthetic datasets. The results confirm finding the same sequential results in parallel. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main goal of Data mining is to analyse large 
databases to identify valid, useful, meaningful, unknown, 
and unexpected relationships. The relationships are 
defined by association rules which are very helpful and 
simple to read and evaluate. An association rule is shown 
as C1=>C2, where C1 (antecedence) and C2 
(consequence) are set of attribute-value pairs. Each pair is 
in the form A = v if A is discrete or A:[v1 ,v 2 ] if it is 
numeric.[1] 
Discovering association relationships over a set 
of numeric and discrete attributes is called Quantitative 
association rules (QARs)[2]. Ramakrishnan illustrates this 
problem using people table (Figure 1). In this table Age 
and NumCars are numeric and Married is discrete. An 
example of a QAR is <Age: 30..39> and <Married: Yes> 
=><NumCars: 2> which is extracted from itemset <Age: 
30..39>, <Married :Yes> and <NumCars:2> 
 
 
Figure 1 :Example of Quantitative Association Rules[2] 
 
The itemset covers 40% of dataset and in this 
portion, the rule is always correct. It means 40% of people 
are married, aged 30..39 and have 2 cars, also all married 
people aged 30..39 have 2 cars. These quality measures 
which show rule-validity statistically are very common 
and called Support and confidence respectively. 
  
 
 
The support of a rule is explained as a  ratio of the 
instances that fulfils  both the antecedent and the 
consequent of the rule. The support of a rule C1 =>C2 is  
the percentage of the dataset records that contains C1 and 
C2. 
The confidence of a rule explains the frequency 
with which the consequent is satisfied when it is also 
fulfilled the antecedent. A rule C1 =>C2 has a confidence 
c, if c% of the records with C1 also contains C2.[1] 
 
There are several algorithms for mining QARs. 
In one extent some of them maps quantitative attributes to 
discrete ones using discretization which leads to loss of 
knowledge[3]. In the opposite side some try to find 
optimal intervals using stochastic searches that 
literature[4]  confirms its effectiveness. This paper is 
based on stochastic techniques for mining QAR. 
 [5]  presents a comprehensive survey consisting 
good classification on QAR mining algorithms and 
clarifies  that “In fact, mining numeric ARs is a hard 
optimization problem rather than being a simple 
discretization  one. That is why, some researchers have 
characterized this as an optimization problem and tried to 
mine ARs using global optimization algorithms.” [5] 
The common framework of these algorithms 
finds the best itemset (rule) with best support (and 
confidence) in the first run, then penalizes recovered 
records and finds the next rule during new run ( recovering 
is described in more detail in the next section). This 
process continues till it finds all N best rules. This 
sequential manner decreases the chance of parallelism in 
distributed and parallel environments. This paper 
addresses this problem using multi-agent systems and 
presents a PSO-variant of algorithm. 
Each agent is responsible for finding different 
optimized rule. Every run consists of several 
synchronization points at which the agents start to diverge 
by marking recovered records. The best agent marks its 
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to penalize marked records. Then the second best rule is 
selected and marking and re-evaluating is done.  This 
prioritizing process continues till all except one agent 
completes recovering. As priorities changes at each 
synchronization point, we call it dynamic priority schema.  
The reminder of this paper organizes as follows: 
At first some introductory concepts such as Quantitative 
Association Rule Mining, PSO and multi-agent systems 
are described then practical implementation, experimental 
results and conclusion are presented. 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, at first we present common 
template and important related issues of stochastic 
approaches in QAR mining. Then we describe PSO-
Variant of these algorithms and at last introduce multi-
agent architecture. 
 
2.1 QAR Mining Using Stochastic Approaches 
Statistic QAR (S-QAR) selects individualitemsets 
to  be part of the itemsets with  the best support. Using 
some iteration technique, these individuals will be 
improved and eventually create the best fitted item sets by 
the end of the iterationprocess [5]. The problem with this 
approach is the convergence of all the individuals towards 
the same solution and all the individuals evolve towards 
the same frequent itemset,. Mata [5] solved this problem 
by using iterative rule learning. The structure of this 
algorithm is showed in Figure 2. 
 
Nitemset = 0 
Discovereditemset = φ 
While (Nitemset< Number of itemsets) 
DiscoveredItemset = DiscoveredItemset U BestItemSet 
Penalize records covered by BestItemSet 
Nitemset++ 
 
Figure 2: Extracted from GAR algorithm [5] 
 
The algorithm uses a sequential covering 
approach to discover one frequent itemset at a time. The 
fitness function f for each individual is: 
 
fitness = Ws ∗ Support − Wa ∗ Amplitude − Wc ∗Covered   
 
Equation 1: fitness function [5] 
 
The meaning of the parameters of the fitness 
function is the following: 
Support: It indicates the percent of records that 
belong to the itemset that represent to the individual.  
Covered:  It indicates that which percent of 
records has been covered previously by itemset. S-QAR 
achieves with this discovering different itemsets in later 
searches. To penalize the records, S-QAR use a value 
called penalization factor give more or least weight to the 
marked record, that is, it will permit more or least 
overlapping between the itemsets found depending on this 
value. This factor (Wc) will be defined by the user. 
Amplitude:  This parameter is very important in 
the fitness function. Its mission is to penalize the 
amplitude of the intervals that conform to the itemset. In 
this way, between two individuals (itemsets) that cover the 
same number of records and have the same number of 
attributes, the best information is given by the one whose 
intervals are smaller, By means of the factor it is achieved 
that the algorithm be more or least permissive with regard 
to the growth of the intervals. 
In the following some related issues in the 
literature are discussed. 
•  Itemset or Rule? Sometimes Association 
Rule mining Algorithms find the itemsets 
justifying that obtaining best rule according 
best itemset is straightforward[1, 
5].Although finding the exact rule directly 
seems more natural [3, 6] but it is not the 
point in this paper which concentrates on 
simultaneous architecture. This 
implementation find optimal itemsets 
instead rules but it can be applied easily for 
finding best rules too. 
•  Is  minsup needed? Typically, association 
rules are considered interesting if they 
satisfy both a minimum support(minsup) 
threshold and a minimum confidence 
(minconf) threshold[1]. It means rule with 
support s and confidence c is interesting if 
s is greater than missup and c is greater 
than minconf. Such thresholds can be set 
by users or domain experts. Stochastic 
approaches [1, 3, 7] try to find best rules 
relatively without specifying these 
boundaries. These thresholds make 
algorithms return large set of rules[4] and 
also determination of these attributes needs 
some sort of knowledge which may not 
exist and prohibits full system 
automation[7].  Although reducing 
parameters simplifies the algorithm, this 
feature is not such important in this work 
which concentrate on sequential nature of 
stochastic algorithms. 
•  Variable-Size Itemsets? Each itemset may 
consist of variable items. Common 
approach for encoding this feature is 
adding a number to each item, shows 
presence or absence of that item in the 
itemset  [1, 5, 6]. This approach is much 
more appropriate for genetic algorithms 
because Continues nature of PSO decrease 
the chance of successful convergence of 
discrete values[3].  Uses  float number 
between 0 and 1 instead which seems more 
successful. Any way this implementation 
ignores variable-size itemsets just for 
simplicity. As stated before this issue does                                           VOL. 2, NO. 2, February 2012                                                                                                  ISSN 2222-9833           
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not influence our approach with parallel 
goal. 
•  Single run or multiple run? 
•  Hybrid or quantitative only?  
2.2 Practical Swarm Optimization (PSO) Variant of S-
QAR Mining 
Particle swarm optimization is a biologically 
inspired, population-based computational search and 
optimization method developed in 1995 by Eberhart and 
Kennedy based on the social behaviors of birds flocking or 
fish schooling[8]. PSO is simple and requires little 
memory  [3, 9]. 
In PSO, a swarm consists of N particles moving 
around in a D dimensional search space. The position of 
the ith particle at the iteration is used to evaluate the 
quality of the particle and represents candidate solution(s) 
for the search or optimization problems. It is represented 
by xi (t) = (xi1, xi2, . . . ,xiD) and. xi,n(t) :[ln, un], 1 ≤ n ≤ N 
where lnand Un is the lower and upper bound for the nth 
dimension, respectively. During the search process the 
particle successively adjusts its position toward the global 
optimum according to the two factors: the best position 
encountered by itself (pbest) denoted as pi, j = (pi1, pi2, . . . 
,piD) and the best position encountered by the whole 
swarm (gbest) denoted as pg=  (pg1, pg2, . . . , pgD). Its 
velocity at the tth iteration is represented by vi(t)= (vi1, vi2, 
. . . , vi D).   The velocity and position of the particle at 
next iteration are calculated according to the following 
equations[3]: 
 
Equation 3: position and velocity in PSO iterations 
 
w is called inertia weight. A larger inertia weight 
achieves the global exploration and a smaller inertia 
weight tends to facilitate the local exploration to fine-tune 
the current search area. Therefore the inertia weight w is 
critical for the PSO’s convergence behavior[3]. 
A suitable value for the inertia weight usually 
provides balance between global  and local exploration 
abilities and consequently results in a better optimum 
solution. The parameters c1  and c2  ∈  [0, 2]  are called 
acceleration coefficients namely called cognitive and 
social parameter, respectively. They control how far a 
particle will move in a single iteration. Default values c1 = 
c2 =  2 were proposed by Kennedy but Recent work has 
suggested that it might be better to choose a larger 
cognitive parameter, c1, but c1 +c2 = 4. r1 ∽U(0, 1) and r2 
∽U(0, 1) and are used to effect the stochastic nature of the 
algorithm. While PSO algorithm searches for optimum 
values, it is possible for a particle to escape its search 
space in any of the dimensions. The pseudo code of the 
PSO search procedure has been given in Figure(3). 
 
 
Badaway and Habibpresent a PSO algorithm for 
Association rules. This algorithm uses a standard PSO 
algorithm as in[10]. A particle is evaluated by being added 
to the frequent itemset and calculates its fitness using 
equation (1). 
 
1.  t = 0 
2.  Initialize a population (M) Particles 
3.  While (t < Number of Iterations) do 
4.  Compute the fitness of each particle 
5.  For each particle P 
6.  Update past experience (P) 
7.  Update global best particle Pg 
8.  For each dimension d in P 
9.  Update the velocity of the d-dimension 
10.  Move Pd according to equations 1, 2. 
11.  End for each dimension 
12.  End for each particle 
13.  t = t + 1 
14.  End while 
15.  return Particle with best fitness 
 
Figure 3:PSO algorithm for Association rules 
 
The algorithm starts with initializing the 
population, with an improved technique which guarantees 
support 1 at least.  Then it loops for a specified number of 
iteration, calculating the fitness of each particle. Then the 
algorithm updates the best position for the particle itself (x 
i ) and position of the best particle among the swarm so far 
(x g ) . Every particle then moves iteratively through its d-
dimensions, updating velocity factors for upper and lower 
bound of the d dimension according to equation (2). The 
position of particle p in d dimension (xd) is updated by 
eq.4. After a specified number of iterations, the algorithm 
returns with the best particle discovered. 
 
2.3 Multi-Agent Architecture 
PSO is parallel by its nature since each particle 
can be regarded as an independent agent. Thus parallel and 
distributed computing can easily exploit this property and 
assign each agent to one of the parallel/distributed 
processors. Due to the distributed property of this 
approach and also need for parallel computing to increase 
efficiency and obtain simultaneous nature, we decided to 
use multi-agent architecture. 
Because each swarm (collection of Particles) 
mines a single rule, we used several swarms each for a 
different rule, in parallel. This structure naturally formed a 
hierarchy of agents named holonic agents. A holonic 
agent[11]  consists of hierarchically structured set of 
subagents from which each can consist of further 
subagents. The holonic agent may have capabilities that 
emerge from the composition of subagents and thus may 
have actions at its disposal that none of subagents could 
perform alone.  
The proposed multi-agent system architecture is 
developed  using  JavaAgent DEvelopment  (JADE) 
framework. It is a development framework for multi-agent 
systems and applications that in which agents live in 
distributed to different machines.  
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3. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section some implementation points in 
describes. 
Divergence:  We adapt iterative recovering 
approach to multiple swarm architecture in a simultaneous 
manner. It means instead of recovering at the end of run, it 
is done during run in each of ten iterations. This period 
named synchronization period is good enough to stabilize 
swarm so it prevents disordering and low efficiency.  At 
the synchronization point, the best swarm is selected and 
marks recovered records, then every particle in other 
swarms re-evaluated by considering recovered records. 
This process continues for other swarms until all swarms 
mark recovered records. 
This approach prioritizes swarms and marks 
recovered records, but the problem is how recovered 
swarms escape from recovered region to find new rule. 
Suppose two swarms are following the same rule, the 
worst penalize with recovered records at the 
synchronization point. How we can make worst swarm 
find new different rule. We simulate sequential manner by 
reinitializing.  Always particles decide to fly or reinitialize 
regarding recovered percent. Reinitializing is done using 
roulette wheel, in that more recovered records are less 
probable to select for initializing. It should be mentioned 
that initializing is done by generating random ranges 
which cover at least a random selected record.   
Random Flying (mutation): We experience 
finding good intervals need mutation as evolutionary 
algorithms [5] do. In other words success of evolutionary 
algorithms is because of diversity which is result of 
mutation. Because of that we imitate this feature in PSO 
such as[3].  
Four possible mutations are used in genetic 
algorithms[5]: 
•  Shifting the whole interval towards the right: the 
values in lower and upper bounds are increased. 
•   Shifting the whole interval towards the left: the 
values in lower and upper bounds are decreased. 
•  Incrementing the interval size: the value of lower 
bound is decreased and the value of upper bound is 
increased. 
•  Reducing the interval size: the value of lower bound 
is increased and the value of upper bound is 
decreased.[3] 
We adapted the mutation by random flying in that 
each dimension is changed randomly with probability of 
RANDOM_FLYIING_DEGREE, which we choose 0.4, 
otherwise it moves normally.  Random flying modes are 
listed below 
•  Lower To Best: Just lower range changes. 
•  Upper To Best: Just upper range changes. 
•  Lower To Upper: It is somehow corresponds with 
reducing the interval size.  
•  Upper To Lower: It is also corresponds with 
reducing the interval size. 
•  Both Uniformly: It is the imitation of shifting 
whole intervals. Velocity is implemented by 
average of upperVelocity and lowerVelocity. 
Moving in two dimensions need velocity in two 
dimensions named upperVelocity and 
lowerVelocity. 
•  Don’t Fly: Nothing happen 
•  Stop: Make velocity zero and so clears history of 
movement.  
Architecture:  In our proposed architecture, we 
use three different types of agents, each having its own 
characteristics as the followings: 
1)  Manager Agent: The Manager has the 
responsibility of managing the whole system 
including swarm agent’s creation and deletion, 
database preparation and swarm synchronization  
2)  Swarm Agent: The Swarm is responsible for 
creating and deleting particles, marking recovered 
records, revaluating particles and refinements. 
3)  PSO Agent represents a particle and is 
responsible for initializing a random rule, moving 
around search space and evaluating.  
The whole static and dynamic architecture, 
classes and their interactions has shown in  Figure(3) 
and Figure(4). 
 
Figure 4: Class diagram of proposed multi-agent system 
 
Each PSOAgent is composed of two objects 
Rule and Velocity. Rule represents the position of 
particle and consists of two arrays of lower and upper 
ranges.  Velocity helps flying and consists of 
lowerVelocity and upperVelocity.  Evaluator 
implements fitness calculations.  Movement of each 
swarm is shown in a separate window which we 
named GUI and has shown in Figure (6). 
 
Refinement of intervals: We have two types 
of refinements: 
1-  A normal refinement which is done at the end of 
each of single iteration. In each dimension of 
globalbest, lowerbound increases if it is less than 
minimum lower range, and upperbound is 
decreased if it is more than maximum upper 
range. 
2-  Especial refinements which is done at 
synchronization point. 
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Figure 5: Sequence diagram of proposed multi-agent system 
 
 
Figure 6: A Snapshot of result 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The algorithm is developed in Java. It is executed 
on a Laptop with Core2Duo 2.5 GHz processor and 4 GB 
main memory, running Windows XP.  
We   tested the algorithm with generated several 
synthetic databases of GAR[5]. They have used different 
functions to distribute the values in the records of the 
database; in such a way that they group on predetermined 
sets. The goal will be to find, in an accurate way, the 
intervals of each one of the sets artificially created, 
simultaneously [5]. 
A first database formed by four numeric 
attributes and 1000 records was generated. The values 
were distributed, by means of a uniform distribution, into 
5 sets formed by predetermined intervals. Besides, 500 
new records were added with the idea of introducing noise 
in the data, distributing their values, by means of a 
uniform distribution, between the minimum and maximum 
values of the domain of the intervals. In table 1 the 5 sets 
synthetically created are shown and in table 2 we show the 
frequent itemsets found by GAR[5].and in table 3 we 
show the frequent itemsets found simultaneously by our 
approach. 
In this experiment  
•  There are 5 holons each has 135 particles 
•  181 iterations with w = 0.2 and c1 =0.5 and c2 
=0.5 
•  Ws = 1.3, Wr=1 , Wa =1 
As one can see in table 3, very same results have 
been generated. The snapshot of application for this run 
has shown in appendix. 
 
In order to test if the tool works properly when 
the sets have records in common, a second database was 
created in GAR, has been tested also. This database is the  
same to the first one with no  overlapping among the sets. 
In this case 600 records with the values distributed into 3 
sets were generated and other 200 records were added to 
generate noise. In table 4 the three sets synthetically 
created and in table 5 the frequent itemsets found by GAR 
are shown. In table 6 we show our results. 
The constant values used in the algorithm were:  
•  4  holons each has 135 particles. 
•  151 iterations with w = 0.4 and c1=2, c2=2 
•  Ws = 1.2, Wr=0.3, Wa=1 
 
 
Table 1: Sets synthetically created by means of a uniform 
distribution 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: Frequent Itemsets Found By Gar[5] 
 
 
Table 2: Frequent itemsets found by our approach simultaneously 
Frequent itemsets  Sup(%)  #records 
[1, 14], [7, 34], [60, 74], [0, 24]   
[5, 29], [25, 39], [10, 29], [25, 49] 
[45, 59], [55, 84], [20, 24], [50, 74] 
[75, 76], [0, 39], [58, 59], [75, 99] 
[10, 29], [0, 29], [65, 69], [100, 124] 
0.134 
0.134 
0.133 
0.133 
0.134 
201 
201 
200 
200 
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Table 3: Sets synthetically created with overlapping 
 
 
Table 4: Frequent Itemsets Found By GAR[5] 
 
 
Table 5: Frequent Itemsets found by our approach 
Frequent itemsets  Sup(%)  #records 
[18, 32], [38, 56], [35, 46]   
[1, 14], [7, 29], [0, 21] 
[10, 25], [19, 45], [14, 37] 
[12, 28], [21, 52], [20, 46] 
 
0.224 
0.269 
0.286 
0.331 
 
224 
269 
286 
331 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a parallel version of stochastic 
numeric association rule mining algorithm has been 
proposed. The proposed algorithm outputs several best 
rules simultaneously in a single run. This problem has 
been addressed in [6]. But their approach which addresses 
multiple other problems too, seems applicable for 
evolutionary algorithms, not swarm intelligence. They try 
to output different rules in each generation which is not 
possible with convergent nature of a swarm.   In contrast 
with their approach, ours is applicable not only to genetic 
but also to each optimization problem which searches 
several optimized results.  
The key point of our solution is re-initializing 
particles for escaping recovered rules proportional with 
recovered percent and Wr. Also Applying roulette wheel 
which improves re-initializing, random flying mode which 
increase PSO diversity and Constriction factorare 
somehow new ideas in this paper. However Scalability and 
efficiency of this approach should be evaluated using real-
life datasets and distributed architectures.  
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